ashes of Taliesin I and Taliesin II, together with the life lived in each, had
fallen in ruins.
The limestone piers, walls and fireplaces of Taliesin II had turned red
and crumbled in the fire, but I saved many stones not so destroyed;, dyed
by fire, and built them together with the fragments of great sculpture I
had raked from the ashes into the new walls adding a storied richness to
them unknown before. Whereas the previous buildings had all grown by
addition, all could now be spontaneously born.
So, taught by the building of Taliesin I and H, I made forty sheets of
pencil studies for the building of Taliesin III. I was still in debt for the
second, but no discretion whatever could detain me now from, beginning
work on the third. 'Life is like that!*
Waves of publicity, this time neither ribald nor unkind, had broken
over the ruins. After all, even newspaper folk are land when they really
understand. The frustration of the life of the seven years past had ended
in the destruction of everything the frustrated life had touched. I sought
comfort in that thought as one fine thing after another I had loved and
learned from would rise out of its ashes and reproach me with a shameful
sense of loss.
And now, again, more and better building materials. More and, by this
time, better trained workmen. More intelligent planning and execution on
my part, more difficulties in ways and means. I myself had more patience,
a deeper anxiety. More humility. Yet in the same faith, moving forward.
Taliesin's radiant brow was marked now by both shame and sorrow but
it should come forth and shine again with a serenity unknown before.
In this third trial, granted by life itself, new life itself helped build the
walls and make them more noble than before. A real comrade.
And after many years of sorrow, trial and defeat, Taliesin HI was re-
freshed by the gift of a little new soul, long desired to bring back to
Taliesin something it had not found, or, finding, had lost.
Taliesin III was built by and for Olgivanna, lovanna and Svetiana,
No doubt Isaiah still stood there in the storms that muttered, rolled
and broke again over low-spreading shelter. The lightning often played
and crashed above us. But the happy friendliness sheltered there was ready
for any sacrifice if only Taliesin might come to Life and give one more
proof of quality.
The Mosaic Isaiah with eyes aslant where the beautiful would show its
face or the lovely dare to lift its head with curly locks or black abundant
tresses—was waiting there behind the hills to strike, should life at
Taliesin rise from its ashes a third time?
If the angry prophet had struck twice he could strike again.
Human obliquity still going on hand in hand with bigger and better
publicity conspired with the ruthless prophet, this self-appointed agent
of an angry Jehovah, to do 'righteous' work. This time do it not by death
and fire but by madness. Taliesin the gentler prophet of the Celts and of a
more merciful God was tempted to lift an arm to strike back in self-
defence but suffered in silence and waited.
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